A previous paper (1992) by the same authors studied the phenomenon of transient congestion in landings at an airport and developed a recursive approach for computing moments of queue lengths and waiting times. This paper extends our approach to a network, developing two approximations based on the prior method. Both approaches work by using delay information estimated at one location to update arrival schedules at other points in the network. We present computational results for a simple 2-node network, comparing the performance of the approximations with an alternative simulation approach. The methods give similar results in light to moderate traffic but show a growing disparity under heavier traffic, where the algorithms underestimate the true magnitude of delay propagation relative to simulation. Finally, to illustrate the usefulness of the modeling, we show how the results may be used to explore the issue of interaction between airports. Although this particular application motivated development of the model, the method is, in principle, applicable to other multiclass queueing networks where service capacity at a station may be modeled as a 
Section 3 describes a more involved approach which uses second moment information about delays to give a stochastic description of downstream arrival rates. Section 4 employs these approximation methods together with a simulation procedure on a 2-hub network. We provide computational results for several test problems; these illustrate nicely the behavior of the network and show where the approximations do and do not work well. To conclude this section, we briefly illustrate the usefulness of the model in studying network effects in air transportation. Section 5 summarizes our main conclusions and suggests areas for further work.
THE BASIC MODEL
The unit of analysis in this queueing problem is the airport, where incoming arrivals require service at three stations: a landing runway, a gate, and a departure runway. The landing operation, in particular, is subject to wide variations in capacity due to weather conditions. For purposes of this paper, we focus on landings as the source of delays and consider the system of one or more landing runways as constituting a single server.
Consider a network of airports n = 1, ..., N. For airport n, the aircraft arrival process is highly time varying, especially in the case of a hub, where traffic is concentrated into "banks," intervals of highly concentrated arrivals or departures. We assume initially that this process is deterministic but time varying. We divide time into short intervals of fixed length At and let the number of aircraft demanding to land at airport n in period k be given by the parameter An. Within period k these arrivals are assumed to constitute a uniform flow. Landing capacity during a given interval k is assumed to be in one of S(n) states i = 1, ..., S(n) corresponding to service rates ~x7, IT ... , AS(n), where A1 < 2 < < S(n) -These states correspond to the capacities available under different configurations and weather conditions. In an application of this model to Dallas-Fort Worth (DFW) (Peterson, Bertsimas and Odoni), we found S(n) = 6 to be an adequate number of capacity states. For a given capacity state i at airport n we assume a random duration Tn which follows an arbitrary discrete distribution Pn(m) = Pr{1T = ml, the probability of a capacity Ai period lasting for precisely m intervals of length At. Upon exiting a state i, the capacity process enters another state j X i with probability pi. In the computational results section, we will employ a more specialized version of the model in which holding times are geometrically distributed and capacity follows a Markov chain. This assumption is not necessary for model development, but the Markov model does give substantially better computational performance. Results reported for our study at DFW indicate that model outputs are largely insensitive to the distributional assumption.
Our assumptions imply that during any interval k, a single queue in isolation behaves like a deterministic flow process. That is, if qk is the length of the queue at the end of some period k, then the queue length one period later is the maximum of 0 and the values qk + Ak+l -i for i E {1, ... , S}. Define the state of the airport at any time to be {i, m}, where i identifies current capacity and m is the time (in intervals) for which that capacity has prevailed. The combined age-capacity process is Markov with transition probabilities 
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For a single airport in isolation, (5)-(14) allow us to compute recursively the expectations and variances for queue lengths and waiting times at the end of each interval, based on given initial conditions. This can be achieved with computational complexity O(S2K2MQmaX), where S is the number of capacity states, K the total number of time intervals, M an upper bound on the memory argument m, and Qm, maxk q,(k) is the highest attainable queue length over all periods. In the Markov case, the dimension m is unnecessary, and the running time reduces to O(S2K2Qmax) Return now to the network of airports n = 1, 2, ... N. On this network let there be a set .s of aircraft numbered v = 1, 2, ... , V. Divide the operating day into Aircraft slack between stops m -1 and m is the amount of time available to the aircraft at stop m -1 beyond the minimal time necessary to turn it around. In the network, schedules are no longer exogenous and deterministic, as delays at one airport affect the schedules at others. In the terminology of queueing theory, the system is a multiclass queueing network, with the classes being the different aircraft with their individual itineraries. Service capacity at each airport is an autocorrelated stochastic process described by a semi-Markov process or Markov chain. Thus, our task is to describe the transient behavior of a multiclass queueing network with autocorrelated service rates at each node. This high degree of complexity suggests that approximation methods are necessary.
A SIMPLE DECOMPOSITION APPROACH
A first approximation approach is based on the following idea. Suppose that at the start of the day, one knows the schedules for all aircraft operating in the network. Under the assumption that delays are zero at the outset of the day, the schedule for the initial period of the day is fixed. Hence the first period demands are fixed, and mean queue lengths and waiting times for each airport during this period may be determined by applying (5)-(14) to each airport. The resulting expected waiting times for period 1 are estimates of the delay encountered by all aircraft scheduled to land in this period. Taking into account the slack which these aircraft have in their schedules and updating future arrival streams accordingly, one then fixes demand for the next period, calculates the resulting new expected waiting times, and so forth. More formally, let dv represent the current cumulative delay for aircraft v, i.e., as aircraft v proceeds through its itinerary, d' is the current amount by which it is behind schedule. Consider an aircraft which arrives at airport n at some time t during period k. An estimate of this aircraft's waiting time to land is the convex combination of expected waiting times at the end of periods k -1 and k,
with the weight a determined by whether t lies closer to the end of period k or k -1: The full algorithm is given in the Appendix. In computing expected waiting times, we must aggregate aircraft and compute the level of demand at each airport, while in the schedule-updating procedure we disaggregate to the level of individual aircraft. To make this procedure efficient, we employ the data structure of 
AN ALGORITHM WITH PROBABILISTIC UPDATING
The updating scheme of the previous section takes deterministic arrival streams and uses expected waiting time information to convert them into new deterministic arrival streams. A better method might take into account the variance in the waiting times, as well as the mean, in specifying information about future arrivals rates. These arrival rates are thus specified probabilistically rather than deterministically. For airport n at period k, let the expectation and variance of the waiting time be A and &, respectively. Let fk(w) be a density for the waiting time Wk estimated (see below) from these parameters. Given this density and the schedule slacks, we may characterize (probabilistically) the next arrival period of each aircraft v E si(n, k). Specifically, we compute numbers pv(O), p,(C) and kv(0), . . ., k,(C) such that the next period in which aircraft v will land is kv(i) with probability pj(i). Here, the parameter C is a practical upper bound on the number of periods of delay possible. 
This recursion produces future waiting time estimates, leading to new densities, new arrival probabilities, and so on. Thus, the previous description suggests an alternative algorithm, Algorithm 2, that will be described in detail. 
Updating of aircraft itineraries and airport arrival
lists.
The fourth of these procedures was described in Section 2. The first three are described in further detail in what follows, and a summary of the algorithm is given in the Appendix.
Obtaining Waiting Time Densities
Without prior assumptions, estimation of the densities f(w) on the basis of knowing only two moments is problematic. In the case of a single airport, a simple simulation of the capacity process (from the Markov chain) suggests a starting point. Under deterministic arrival assumptions, the simulation of period capacities yields the matrix of observations Note that 8 is always less than 1 and will be nonnegative provided that
In the typical case where w mn is zero, this is equivalent to the condition that the squared coefficient of variation for waiting times exceeds 1. Only in rare instances of the tests presented shortly was this condition found not to hold. In those cases, the parameter 8 was set to 0 and the entire distribution was assumed to be exponential.
From Densities to Schedules
Given estimated densities for Wk for all points n in the network, the next step in the procedure is to infer probabilities for the immediate future paths of all aircraft v E I(n, k). For any such aircraft, let (n', t', s') be the scheduled next stop (stop m + 1) on its itinerary. The earliest period in which this aircraft's next landing may actually take place is In words, for aircraft v E sl(n', 1), the probability that it will contribute to the landing demand at airport n during period k (assuming that n is its next scheduled stop)
isp,(k -1).
The random variables Xfl' ,k(v) provide the necessary connection between aircraft and arrival rates via 
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The specification of approximate distributions for the {A(n, k)} is the final step in translating aircraft delays into arrival rate information. Again, we confront the issue of estimating a distribution from only two moments. The form (29) suggests a normal form based on the central limit theorem idea, though convergence may not be good due to nonindependence of the terms of the sum. Simulation results indicate that for early periods of the day where there are fewer terms in the sum, unusual skewness patterns are possible (see Figure 5) . These patterns disappear later in the day. While this phenomenon is cause for some concern, test runs also indicate a considerable degree of insensitivity to the demand rate distribution. We retain the normality assumption while acknowledging its imperfections.
Although Algorithm 2 involves considerably more modeling work than Algorithm 1, its computational complexity is only slightly higher, O(RKNU), where R is the user-specified number of values used in the approximate distribution for the arrival rates, and U is the complexity of the single hub recursive algorithm with deterministic input. If the Markov capacity model is specified with S capacity states, the overall complexity is O(RNS2K3QmaX).
TESTING THE DECOMPOSITION MODELS
Both Algorithms 1 and 2 are suitable for a general network (i.e., not necessarily hub and spoke). However, without the streamlining suggested at the end of Section 2, running times are somewhat high for large networks. For a simple 2-airport network with K = 60 periods at each station, Algorithm 1 takes about 10 minutes on an Ultrix DECsystem 5900 workstation, while Algorithm 2 takes about 30 minutes. With the reduction in calls to the recursion achieved by the streamlining procedure, there is roughly tenfold improvement in these figures. Even with this improvement, modeling a full-size network of a large airline (400+ nodes) is a somewhat daunting problem.
The problem is well suited to parallel computation, with different processors handling the individual nodes and a central processor controlling the bookkeeping of aggregation and disaggregation. However, further simplification is clearly desirable. In this respect, note that from the perspective of a single air carrier serving a huband-spoke network, delays at the hubs have far greater implications for disruption of schedule than delays at the spokes. This observation suggests that we reduce the network to include only the hubs, tracking only those aircraft belonging to the hub carrier and incorporating spoke information in setting itineraries. We treat other arrivals as fixed and assume that congestion delays other than those emanating from the hubs are negligible. All internal flights in the collapsed network (see Figure 6 ) appear to take place between hubs, but flight times vary to reflect intermediate spoke stops. The reduced model collapses a large airline's network from 400+ nodes to perhaps 5 or 6 but still captures essential behavior.
Testing Procedure
The network of Figure 6 will serve as a testing ground for the decomposition algorithms; its simple structure readily allows experimentation and interpretion of the results in terms of the demand and capacity behavior. Table I (20) (15-20 minutes) , so that the amount of delay carried over is small. The simulation case deviates slightly from the others after hour 10 because propagation in that case only is based on individual realizations of waiting time rather than on the expected value. Simulation thus reflects a degree of "tail behavior" which the others do not. The resulting longer delay propagations shift more traffic to the later part of the day when demand is low, smoothing the overall demand profile and reducing expected queueing delays at those times. This smoothing influence of the network is small, however, compared with the influence of the peaked arrival pattern itself on waiting times; in other words, for this type of schedule, the network influence does not predominate.
The situation is different in cases 2 and 3 (the center and bottom of Figure 7) . In case 2, the expected waiting times (30-40 minutes) are high relative to aircraft slack (5 minutes), and banks are closely spaced. As the day progresses, propagated delays become significant and are reflected in an increasing gap between the decomposition algorithms and the simulation. As in case 1, the two algorithms' "update by expected waiting time" strategy does not fully reflect the shift of traffic to the end of the day and the resulting schedule smoothing. This smoothing reduces expected waiting times by as much as 30% for some periods. The mean deviation of algorithmic output from simulation output may be estimated by the "standard error"
where Xk is the waiting time value predicted by the algorithm for period k and Yk the corresponding value for the simulation. For Algorithms 1 and 2, these numbers are 6.11 and 5.69, respectively, reflecting a 0-30% discrepancy over the course of the day. Case 3 (demand continuous over the day-no peaks) also shows this magnitude of deviation (see the bottom of Figure 7) . minutes), the decomposition algorithms do not reflect the fact that a significant fraction of arrivals are pushed back to the later part of the day, when there is no scheduled traffic. The results of cases 1-3 suggest the circumstances under which network impacts become important, and they also indicate that under these circumstances, the approximations developed in this paper tend to overstate waiting times during extended busy periods. Case 1 suggests that for networks of airports like DFW, waiting times are probably not high enough to create significant network effects on a frequent basis: The deterministic part of the schedule (i.e., the bank structure) predominates. Initial conditions have a major impact on schedule disruption, as the discussion in our earlier study emphasized; the low effect reported here is an average over all initial conditions which does not discount individual cases of severe disruption. In terms of average case behavior, however, high levels of propagation occur only in much heavier traffic situations where the spacing between peaks is low (cases 2 and 3). This description fits few if any airports in the nation today, though it is a plausible future scenario.
Running times for Algorithms 1 and 2 on the Ultrix workstation averaged 10 and 30 minutes, respectively. Perhaps surprisingly, the simulation procedure (10,000 replications) took only five minutes. This gap would be closed by incorporation of the restart procedure described earlier. For a value of m = 10 -2 1/2 hours, the approximate minimum time between successive hub visits-there would be a factor 8 reduction for K = 60 periods, 9 for 80 periods; in other words, running times are approximately comparable. The short running time of the simulation procedure is attributable in large part to its simplicity. Like Algorithms 1 and 2, the simulation computes waiting times as if aircraft constituted a flow process; it is not a "full-fledged" simulation modeling aircraft service times as discrete events. The reason for this simplification is that the simulation's main purpose is to test the effect of the "update by expected value" approximation (the simulation updates schedules by simulated waiting time realizations rather than by expectation). A "full-fledged" simulation treating individual aircraft service times would be considerably more time intensive than all of the approaches discussed here.
Given approximately comparable running times, the main computational weakness of the two approximation procedures lies in their limited ability to reflect large delay propagations, the fact which is responsible for the discrepancies in Figure 7 . For realistic demand data (case 1), the discrepancy is small; however, in heavier traffic it becomes significant. For these latter cases, the approximations probably do not model the situation as effectively as the simulation. Thus, the results are at least partly discouraging for the approximation procedures. However, they do not negate the original modeling approach for arrivals and capacity, which is incorporated into the simulation itself. Comparing this reduced-form simulation with a full-scale one is an important issue beyond the scope of the present paper.
A Policy Application
The models examined in the preceding subsection are useful for examining the qualitative behavior of the network under different policy scenarios concerning network connectivity and aircraft slack. One measure of connectivity in the test airport network is the percentage p of flights having operations at both hubs. Case 4 considers two opposing extremes of this: a fully disconnected network (case 4a), where each hub has its own set of aircraft; and a fully connected network (case 4b), where all flights alternate between the two hubs in between visits to spokes. Case 4a models the idea of hub isolation in which scheduled bank times at one hub cannot be disrupted by late arrivals from the other. It reflects a strategy in which the airline essentially operates its hubs independently of one another. In both cases, the initial capacity state of the first hub is taken to be low (poor weather), while that of the second hub is high (good weather). The phenomenon of interest is the propagation of delays from 1 to 2. Figure 9 plots average cumulative delay per arriving aircraft (this is essentially the sum of all waiting times for the aircraft minus slack). The early banks show zero delay, while the later banks reflect delay carried over from previous points in the itinerary. The figure indicates a degradation in performance at hub 1 when it is isolated, as well as the corresponding benefits of isolation at hub 2. Conversely, the fully connected case benefits hub 1 at the expense of hub 2. The latter result is perhaps unexpected. Examining the situation more closely, one finds that the delays at hub 1 in the connected case seem to lag behind the delays in the disconnected case by about two banks (2 hours), a circumstance explained by the fact that the minimum time between an aircraft's successive visits to the same hub is four hours in the connected case but only two in the disconnected case. This 2-hour lag does not fully explain the difference in the heights of the two curves, however. The remaining difference is explained by the fact that in the connected case, late aircraft leaving hub 1 have the opportunity of recovering some of the delay through slack at the next stop (uncongested hub 2). This opportunity is not available in the disconnected case, because the next stop is (congested) hub 1. This result has interesting implications for a strategy of hub isolation. In the case of a hub which is believed to be the source of a large amount of congestion, such a strategy will indeed protect other hubs in the system from the uncertainties and disruptions produced by the problem hub. On the other hand, disruption at that hub itself may worsen because many of its later arrivals will have had an earlier scheduled stop there already. The carrier trades off the benefit of limiting the scope of propagation against the cost of a higher scale of delay achieved through focusing the problem in one location.
Cases 5a-d illustrate the effect of aircraft slack. As Figure 8 shows, higher slack acts to preserve the demand peaks of the original schedule and thus may actually increase local queueing delays; lower slacks smooth the schedule but do less to reduce the cumulative delay experienced by aircraft, as is illustrated in Figure 10 .
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have developed two related analytical models for the difficult problem of modeling transient queueing behavior in an airline network and studying the network effects of air traffic congestion. We would summarize our major findings as follows: By providing insights into such difficult issues, models of this type could serve as powerful planning tools in addressing strategic issues related to airline network design and flight scheduling. As we remarked earlier, airlines are currently undertaking efforts in this area, though from a quite different perspective and with a completely different modeling approach. The queueing approach developed here has the advantage of modeling congestion phenomena directly rather than using empirically-derived estimates of past delays. It therefore offers the ability to evaluate schedules over the range of capacity scenarios and under future traffic scenarios which are not reflected in historical data. The decomposition approaches discussed clearly show the difficulty of the underlying queueing problem and the need for further work. Some of the difficulties are straightforward to address (e.g., the run time reductions discussed at the end of Section 1). Others, such as the adequate modeling of sample-path "splitting," are more difficult because they involve high-dimensional computational complexity. In the test problems considered in this paper, we have shown that the "tail" cases (arrivals whose delay is so large that they are pushed back to low-traffic periods) are the main source of degradation in model accuracy. Additional work is necessary to see whether this phenomenon is equally important in other test cases. In the event this proves true (as is likely), model refinements should focus on attempts at updating arrivals in a way which captures these tail phenomena more fully, without necessarily attempting to encompass the full sample space of potential demand paths. Such refinements, coupled with the inherent advantages of analytical approaches over simulation, will eventually make models such as this one a viable alternative. 
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